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Earnings season is nearing a close. Of S&P 500 companies, 424 have reported results, representing 87% of the Index.

Better-than-expected earnings flipped estimated year-over-year earnings growth from slightly negative (-0.01%) as of
October 2 to 5% growth as of November 7.

The improved earnings picture coupled with a drop in interest rates have helped the index recover from correction
territory (down over 10%) to down 4.6% from its end of July high. 

S&P 500 Price Index

Narrow leadership, signaling an unhealthy market dynamic, has been one of the most discussed narratives of the year. 

Excluding the so-called “Magnificent Seven” (Apple, Microsoft, Meta, Alphabet, Tesla, Nvidia and Amazon) wipes out
the much of the index’s 15.6% year-to-date return. 

Year-to-Date Total Returns
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There’s another way of assessing how this narrow leadership stacks up versus history—this year has the widest spread in
performance between the S&P 500 and the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index since 2004. The 14.6% outperformance is more
than twice the second-greatest outperformance of 5.6% in 2020.

S&P 500 Index vs. S&P 500 Equal Weight Index

The important question for investors is to what extent the returns in the Magnificent Seven are driven by hype related to
the largely unknowable benefits of artificial intelligence (AI) in the years to come, and to what extent we can see evidence
in fundamentals to justify the gains.

Valuations and Fundamentals

The Magnificent Seven is anticipated to grow earnings by 43% compared to the year-ago period, well ahead of the 1.7%
growth for the S&P 500.

The biggest contributor to the growth is Meta (over 150% earnings growth), with Tesla the only detractor with a year-
over-year earnings decline of 37%.
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3Q23 vs. 3Q22 Earnings Growth

Related to the fact that a handful of companies are driving the returns of U.S. equities this year, is that this same group
has grown to make up over 27% of the index. 

One way to put that weight into the context of underlying fundamentals is to show the percentage of total S&P 500 Index
earnings these companies make up.

At just under 17% of the total index earnings (on a trailing 12-month basis), the roughly 11% gap of index weight and
index earnings is 8% higher than the 3% difference on average historically. 

Using an earnings measure that adjusts for investments in intangible assets (brands, supply-chain management, well-
trained sales staff, superior technology, etc.) we see a closer relationship between index weight and index earnings (less
than 1% difference on average).

Looking at this measure of earnings relative to market-cap weights, the sell-off of this group of companies in 2022 looks
like it had perhaps been overdone.

Magnificent Seven Market Weight vs. Earnings Stream Weight
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The below chart provides some context to the importance of the issue of adjusting earnings and asset values for
investments in intangible assets.

In 1990, approximately 10% of sales went to capital expenditures (or capex, a proxy for investment in physical assets) and
just over 2% went to research and development (or R&D, a proxy for investment in intangible assets). Over the last 30
years, we see a decline in spending on capex and a corresponding increase to R&D.

Shifting from Capex Economy to R&D within S&P 500

If we adjust earnings to account for the investments in intangible assets—treating R&D expenditures the same way as
capex in terms of capitalizing/depreciating—we see the price-to-earnings multiple on the Magnificent Seven decrease
from 37 times to a far more modest 23 times.

Magnificent Seven Not As Expensive with Intangibles-Adjusted Earnings

The impact of using the standard price-to-book versus intangibles-adjusted price-to-book is an even greater contrast.

The intangibles-adjusted price-to-book for the Magnificent Seven is 5.7 times, a premium to the historical median of 4.5
times, but less of an eye-popping valuation than the traditional price-to-book implies.
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Price-to-Book Valuation Adjustments

Price-to-Book Valuation Adjustments chart, as of 9/29/23.

Even with the intangibles-adjusted valuations, the Magnificent Seven basket still trades at a premium relative to its own
history and the S&P 500.

Looking at trailing 3-, 5- and 10-year historical earnings growth, the premium valuations for the Magnificent Seven
appear justified by the consistently higher growth.

Historical Annualized Earnings Growth

Historical Annualized Earnings Growth chart, as of 9/29/23.

WisdomTree U.S. Quality Growth Index

The WisdomTree U.S. Quality Growth Index is a market capitalization-weighted Index that consists of companies with
high quality and growth characteristics. The top 500 U.S. companies by market cap are ranked on a composite score of
those two fundamental factors.

The Index is comprised of the 100 U.S. companies (first quintile) with the highest composite scores.
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The top seven holdings in the Index, which rebalances semi-annually in June and December, are the Magnificent Seven.

Index Top Holdings

Index Top Holdings table, as of 10/26/23.

Using the intangibles-adjusted P/E reduces the Index P/E from 32.9 times to 23.2 times—a valuation in line with the Russ
ell 1000 Growth Index.

The Quality Growth Index’s higher valuations are accompanied by higher profitability metrics (ROE and ROA) and
growth metrics (trailing sales/earnings and growth estimates). 

This Index of mega-cap quality growth stocks has shown remarkable resilience in 2023 and outpaced other common gro
wth benchmarks.

The Index was designed to leverage new research on the benefits of updating the profit stream and profitability ratios to
include these intangible adjustments in the definition of both profits and book value. We think having the best definition
of factors can make a meaningful difference on performance over time and this year is a good illustration of that.

The WisdomTree U.S. Quality Growth Fund (QGRW) seeks to track the price and yield performance, before fees and
expenses, of the WisdomTree U.S. Quality Growth Index.

Index Characteristics
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Index Characteristics table, as of 9/29/23.

 

Important Risks Re lated to th is Art ic leImportant Risks Re lated to th is Art ic le

There are risks associated with investing, including the possible loss of principal. Growth stocks, as a group, may be out
of favor with the market and underperform value stocks or the overall equity market. Growth stocks are generally more
sensitive to market movements than other types of stocks. The Fund is non-diversified. As a result, changes in the market
value of a single security could cause greater fluctuations in the value of Fund shares than would occur in a diversified
fund. The Fund invests in the securities included in, or representative of, its Index regardless of their investment merit.
The Fund does not attempt to outperform its Index or take defensive positions in declining markets and the Index may
not perform as intended. Please read the Fund’s prospectus for specific details regarding the Fund’s risk profile.

For the top 10 holdings of QGRW please visit the Fund's fund detail page at https://www.wisdomtree.com/investments/
etfs/equity/qgrw

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.

Related Blogs

+ Growth Stocks Are Less Expensive than Traditional Measures Imply

Related Funds

+ WisdomTree U.S. Quality Growth Fund

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu, and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

S&P 500 Index  : Market capitalization-weighted benchmark of 500 stocks selected by the Standard and Poor’s Index
Committee designed to represent the performance of the leading industries in the United States economy.

Artificial intelligence  : machine analysis and decision-making.

Market capitalization-weighting  : Market cap = share prices x number of shares outstanding. Firms with the highest
values receive the highest weights in approaches designed to weight firms by market cap.

Capital expenditures  : Spending by a company typically made to enhance longer-term productive capacity.

Research and development (R&D)  : the investigative activities a business conducts to improve existing products and
procedures or to lead to the development of new products and procedures.

Price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio  : Share price divided by earnings per share. Lower numbers indicate an ability to access
greater amounts of earnings per dollar invested.

Price-to-book ratio  : Share price divided by book value per share. Lower numbers indicate an ability to access greater
amounts of earnings per dollar invested.

Valuation  : Refers to metrics that relate financial statistics for equities to their price levels to determine if certain
attributes, such as earnings or dividends, are cheap or expensive.

Russell 1000 Growth Index  : A measure of the large-cap growth segment of the U.S. equity universe, selecting from the
Russell 1000 Index.

Mega Cap  : Market Capitalization over $100 Billion.
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